
Closed areas- either ask the police or consider everywhere 'open' and be polite and cooperative if do get caught.
Official open areas BikeChina.com (http://www.bikechina.com/china-open-city.html) 

Meng possibly Rachel if she is still there

China
Country Template suggestion:

Map

Summary
Travel Documents & Red Tape

Visas
China - 90 days from date of issue - will try and get it in Tashkent. Going to need to extend it while in China, which should be doable, 
although I may end up having to get a bus to some administrative centre to get it done.

Don't tell anyone you're cycling! Tell them you're a teacher.

Politics
Contacts & Local Knowledge

Threads from TT forum 31/03/07 (need editing):

I've cycled in China and Tibet, the latter a slightly different issue, over a period of over 6 months. I think you're being paranoid, and the link to 
Tim and Cindie's website might understandably make you concerned. China isn't as free as many neighbouring countries, but as long as you 
don't involve yourself in political discussions and somehow protest about human rights issues etc, I think most places are totally safe to travel
through. Very few people will speak English and most of China is well off the tourist trail, particularly when seeing it on a bike. You can read 
my experiences at the link below. There aren't many closed areas in China, and stories of bicycles being detained seem far-fetched. 
Problems can arise if you require a visa extension and tell the PSB (police who issue extensions) that you're cycling, but as long as you avoid
this i don't see any other major issues. China is a huge place and has many different landscapes to explore. Don't be put off by reports of it 
being as closed as it was 20 years or so ago. Hope this helps, Peter

http://www.gostelow.crazyguyonabike.com

I've found China one of the world's best cycling destinations! Most Chinese people are very helpful and friendly, which makes traveling in 
China such a good experience. Food and accommodations are excellent value and plentiful in most regions. None of the bad things on your 
list happened to me during my three China rides, which totalling 10 months. While China is a mysterious land and still very isolated from the 
rest of the world, that's part of the fascination of traveling there. I never had any serious problem with the authorities. The worst happened in 
a tiny town in far west China when the police refused to let me stay in a local hotel; instead they put me up in a comfortable police 
guesthouse for free!

Peter's advice above is good. Tim and Cindy Travis may have embellished their story of getting arrested a bit (along the lines of, "If you're 
going to tell a story, you might as well tell a good one."); their story is a reminder for us not to photograph anything sensitive (prison convicts 
in their case). China does have some closed areas, but they seem to be few except in Tibet; reading travel accounts on the Internet and 
checking http://www.bikechina.com/china-open-city.html are ways to find out about them. Border crossings for me have been trouble-free 
going into China by bicycle from Laos, Vietnam (the Donxing crossing near the sea; ignore LP Vietnam's statement that your Chinese visa 
must be issued in Hanoi) and exiting by bicycle to Nepal and Kyrgyzstan (Irkeshtam); I've also flown in twice without any difficulty. The border
crossing with Pakistan is closed to cyclists, however, unless you arrange vehicle/guide support from a Chinese travel agency.

Good references and travelogues for cycling in China include Bike China Adventure's www.bikechina.com, Peter Gostelow's 2004-2006 rides
http://www.crazyguyonabike.com/doc/alongridehome, Mark and Ju's 2002-2004 England-Australia ride www.mark-ju.net, my 
Bangkok-Chengdu ride http://www.arizonahandbook.com/Thai_China.htm in 2004-2005 and my journey all the way across China 
www.crazyguyonabike.com/doc/asiaoneyear in 2006.

Your Laos-Hong Kong ride should be a good one, with endless variations possible. You might get the out-of-print LP South-West China for its
coverage of culture and sights of the region; the LP China is lame. There's a guidebook to Yunnan that's published in China and worth
looking for.

My experiences - 5 trips in the last five years, sixth one starting Monday - are similar to #1 and 2. One of the easiest countries I've cycled in - 
good roads, good availablitiy of accommodation and food, friendly people and in my case, almost no contact with the authorities at all. Last 
summer I stayed in a small town in the Tien Shan mountains in Xinjiang and got a visit from the local plod almost immediately on checking in.
Very polite and correct - took my details and was able to give me some info on the route ahead.

Some years ago I did the Karakoram Highway and cycled for a while with a group of western cyclists headed for Tibet. From their 
conversations, they were more or less determined to have a confrontation with the Chinese authorities. Seemed they'd read all the stories of 
people in the past playing a cat-and-mouse game with the local police and they didn't want to be cheated of the fun. Also there seemed to be 
the attitude that, 'I'm not in country that conforms with our idea of 'democracy' so I can do anything I like.'

The west loves bashing China, from the governments to the BBC to individual travellers parotting stuff they've read. While I'm sure some 
pretty unpleasant things go on in China, (living in Hong Kong, I read the local press), I don't think it's any better in many of the countries we 
don't criticize because they uphold some kind of facade of democracy. (If it came to it, I'd rather live in China than India any day unless I were
exceptionally rich).

What they said. The Travis agenda seems to be flogging their book, bigging it up and spamming cycling forums to fund their trip.

I've been briefly detained twice in China for inadvertently straying into Closed areas, and on both occasions the people doing the detaining 
were very pleasant until (the first time) I started acting like a bolshie foreigner. Lesson learned. Away from the cities, China is a great country 
for cycling. I like it enough that, despite all the frustrations, I'm currently selling up in the UK to go back there on a semi-permanent basis...

I feel I want to comment a little more on the Travis blog. While there are of course human rights abuses going on in China, the vast majority 
of people in prison/labour reform are the same scum we (should) sweep off the streets in the west - the drug dealers, human traffickers, 
people profiting from human misery. The Chinese are sensitive about these places because of the way the spin goes on sites like the Travis 
one - suddenly they're all tortured artistes and noble democracy activists.

It's illegal to camp in China? Wooohhh......er, anyone ever been arrested for it? I've done it for weeks at a time, and the only reaction from the



Hotel costs are alway negotiable. Expect to get 50%-60% off. Stay with local families

Cheap Good Filter / boil running water

The north west of China is 57% land mass 9% population

North west china- Grassland, Desert, Mountain plateau South west china- busy roads and cities, urbanised

Yunnan has great range of geography & culture

Bogda Shan Mountain Group (http://www.summitpost.org/area/range/152368/bogda-shan-mountain-group.html) - an absolute 
mammoth page on this NW area.
Tien Shan (http://petejones.fotopic.net/c999640.html) mountains - Xinjiang Province, NW China

Cycle parts- Shimano

Cyclist dont have right of way Cars- right hand side of the road normally. In Hong-Kong and Malao they drive on left side.
G-Roads / unit / spot - national trunk roads S-Roads - smaller "b" road/ movie equivalent.

Draw a line on the map between Heihe to Tengchong
Go north west for abandoned desolation and south east for busy urbanised cities

authorities (in what later turned out to be a Closed zone) was the Police waving cheerily at me from a car as they went past. If it's been near 
habitation I've invariably been invited in for tea and a bed. On a practical note to the OP, the two times I've been detained, it was because I 
checked into a hotel - they are obliged to notify the local PSB, at which point they can no longer ignore you because there's a paper trail. 
Simple solution - camp rather than use hotels if you're unsure about the bit you're cycling in.

Alstringer, I can't remember if I emailed you, but that closed road west from Turpan to 216 had actually been taken out by floodwater, 
apparently. I agree 100% with you about India - I didn't see much concern for the human rights of the poor bastards working on the 
Leh-Manali road at 4000m wearing flip-flops and blankets. Any project trying that in China would be shut down overnight.
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